High precision photoelectron energy and angular distributions in helium and neon atoms for a broad intensity range reflect the change in the continuum dynamics that occurs as the ionization process evolves into the pure tunneling regime. Elastic rescattering of the laser-driven free electron from its parent ion core leaves a distinct signature on the spectra, providing a direct quantitative test of the various theories of strong field multiphoton ionization. We show that it takes a relatively complete semi-classical rescattering model to accurately reproduce the observed photoelectron distributions. However, the calculated inelastic rescattering rate fails to reproduce the measured nonsequential double ionization yields.
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Introduction
Strong field photoelectron spectra have attracted considerable attention over the past decade and a half, but a comprehensive understanding of the underlying dynamics which produce these spectra and related phenomena has solidified with the development of high repetition-rate, short pulse lasers which can span the entire intensity range of importance [1] . In 1957 Keldysh~2] showed that at infrared and visible wavelengths the dynamics of strong field atomic ionization undergoes a change in character as the laser intensity increases.
In weak fields electrons are promoted into the c.gnt inuum by the simultaneous, absorption of enough photons to increase their energy above the ionization potential. This is called multiphoton ionization (MPI). However, as the laser intensity increases, a completely separate mode of escape becomes possible. At large distances from the nucleus the electrostatic attraction of the ion core can be overwhelmed by the laser's instant aneous electric field, producing a barrier through which a valence electron can tunnel. In this regime a quasi-static tunneling picture becomes appropriate: the laser field varies so slowly compared to the response time of the electron that the ionization rate becomes simply the cycle-average of the instantaneous de-tunneling rate. Tunneling becomes important when the ratio of the frequency of the applied field to the tunneling rate becomes smaller than unity. This ratio, known as the Keldysh or adiabaticity parameter, 7, is given by [lP/ (2 UP)]112, where 1P is the binding energy of the electron and UP = 1/402 is the ponderomotive energy in atomic units of a free electron in the laser field of frequency w and intensity 1.
The majority of experimental studies on neutral atoms exposed to intense, shortpulse laser fields have been carried out in the MPI regime (~~1). A few experiments [3, 4] have extended into the tunneling regime, but these measurements have been limited to observations of total ionization rates or electron energy distributions over a small dynamic range. In this paper, we report upon the first systematic experimental investigation in the strong field tunneling limit. Our study, by virtue of the enhanced dynamic range accessible wit h kilohertz laser technology, follows the change in the ion yield curves, electron spectrum and angular distributions as the ionization evolves from predominantly MPI to pure tunneling. The study examines both helium and neon atoms which have been established to tunnel ionize near the saturation intensit y [5] . We find that the electron distributions in the tunneling regime are very different from any previous reports obtained in the MPI or mixed regimes [6, 7, 8] . We achieve a quantitative description of the electron spectra using a rescattering picture [8, 9] which mimics the time evolution of a tunnel-ionized continuum wave packet in the combined fields of the laser and ion core. However, the same model when applied to the e-2e inelastic reseat tering process fails, both quantitatively and qualitatively, to describe the measured nonsequential production of doubly charged helium and neon ions. Since rescattering events are known to be important in other short-pulse, strong-field emission phenomena (e.g., harmonic '" generation) this investigation better defines the underlying dynamics of these processes.
Method

Experimental
In the experiments presented here a 120 fs, 1 kHz repetition rate, titanium sapphire laser operating at 0.78 pm. was focused by f/4 optics into an ultrahigh vacuum chamber. Under these conditions, the system is capable of producing a maximum intensity of 20 PW/cm2
with typical pulse-to-pulse fluctua.t ions < 1.7% for 106 laser shots. The studies at 0.39 pm were performed by frequency doubling the output in a 0.7 mm thick BBO crystal.
At this wavelength a maximum intensity of 2.5 P W/cm2 is obtained using f/4 optics. detection sensitivity for the singly and doubly charged ions is determined from the yields at the saturation intensity. Data collection used 1 ns binning of discriminated electron and ion events operating at low event probability (S 0.25/shot), ensuring space charge free conditions.
The current PE spectra were recorded between 0.5 and 1.5 times the saturation intensity (l,% = 0.8 PW/cm2 and 1% = 0.6 PW/cm2) for neutral helium and neon, respectively.
Walker et al [5] showed that contributions due to sequential ionization of He+ remain insignificant up to an intensity of N 4 P W/cm2, while the current study shows a similar behavior for neon.
Quasiclassical model in the tunneling limit
The demarcation between the ionization pathways mentioned above becomes apparent when the wave packets promoted from the bound state into the continuum in these two limiting cases are considered. In the MPI regime, ionized population appears continuously, at all phases of the field. To conserve momentum, this transition must take place while the electron is close to the nucleus producing a wave packet, initially locabzed near the ion core. When the intensity increases to the point that -y <1, tunneling begins to dominate and the electron is released a significant distance from the nucleus. During a narrow time interval near the maximum in the oscillating electric field, an asymmetric, delocalized wave packet emerges at the outer edge of the suppressed Coulomb barrier.
However the overall symmetry of the ionization process is maintained by a complementary wave packet being generated on the opposite side of the nucleus one-half cycle later.
Clearly, the evolution of the continuum wave packets in these two limiting cases can be very differeti which is reflected in our experiment.
The motion of the tunneling wave packet is controlled mostly by its interaction with the laser field since it rapidly moves beyond the range where the ion core potential is effective. Its evolution can be reasonably approximated using the classical equations of motion for a laser-driven electron. In a simple quasiclassical (SQC) model [3], the bound elect ron becomes free at a part icula.r phase, Ut ., of the field, then undergoes oscillatory motion at the laser frequency, w. The electron-field interaction in the length gauge can be written as e~; sin wt, where 2 is the direction of' polarization and t = (87r1/c)112
is the amplitude of the laser's electric field. Assuming that the electron is initially at rest after tunneling, the time dependent electron velocity is given in atomic units as v(t) = (S/w) x (COSwt -cos ui. ), where the first term is the field-induced quiver motion and the second term the clrift velocity which is established the instant the electron appears in the continuum. In a short pulse experiment, the detected photoelectron energy corresponds to this clrift euergy. Therefore in the absence of further interactions with the ion core (rescattering) the maximum drift energy an electron can have is 2UP.
The resca.ttering picture [8, 9] goes beyond the SQC model by recognizing that although in the tunneling regime electrons released into the field are initially accelerated away from the ion core, roughly half the electrons will reer'oss the plane of the nucleus when the field has changed sign. During this interval the electron wave packet propagates for at least half an optical cycle beyond the range of the ion core potential, spreading freely in the transverse directions. Classical analysis [7, 10] shows that photoelectrons with energies > '2UUam produced by trajectories which experience very large deflections We can extend the SQC model to include the effect of the jirst rescattering on the tunneling wave packet. We divide the optical cycle into a large number of equal time intervals. In each interval a trajectory is launched at the outer turning point of the suppressed effective potential with zero velocity. It is propagated in the combined fields of the laser and the heliurn(neon) ion core until either it escapes or returns to cross the plane of the nucleus. Those which escape contribute to the spectrum below 2UP according to their drift velocities as in the SQC model. The returning trajectories are assumed to be guiding a freely spreading gaussian wave packet whose width is given by cr(~) = (cr(0)2 + [2T/Cr(0)]2)112, where cr(0) is the initial width and~is the propagation time between initiation and return. Choosing a(0) = 4.0ao, gives a return width consistent with our numerical studies [5] . We calculate the differential elastic scattering cross section for this wave packet using [11] (1)
Here tit is the Coulomb phase shift (for a charge of 1) and qt is the additional phase shift resulting from the short range part of the He+ (Ne+ ) potential. These phase shifts are obtained from numerical integration of the scattering equations for electron-He+ (Ne+ ) over~.he necessary range of energies and angular momenta. The partial wave amplitudes, at are determined from the distrilmtion of impact parameters in the returning wave packet (4 = mv,.tb). Equation (1) gives the field-free different ial cross section. The laser field will distort this distribution.
The transverse component of the outgoing velocity is conserved, but the velocity along the polarization direction has both a drift component and a quiver velocity which depend on the phase of the laser field at the return time. Drift velocities corresponding to PE energies as high as 10UP can be produced if the trajectory is scattered by N 180°. The energy and angular distributions from the wave packet in each time interval are weighted by the instantaneous tunneling rate. In these calculations
we have actually used a. scaled dc.-tunneling rate which, when cycle averaged, gives the ADK rate [12] . This accounts for the initial state not being purely hydrogenic. The total angle-resolved electron distribution for a given laser intensity is obtained by summing the contributions from all time intervals. The e-2e inelastic process, which leads to the production of double ionization, is calculated using a modified Lotz cross section [13] which accounts for both excitation and ionization. Spatial and temporal averaging is performed for comparison to the experimental measurements.
3. Tunneling photoelectron distributions Figure 1 shows the experimental angle-resolved PE spectrum (ARPES) saturation intensity. Evident! is the preponderance of PE energies lying for helium at the below 2U. which field-driven electron in the tunneling limit.
Qualitatively, the PES in Figs. 1 and2provide some immediate insight into the significance of the spreading of the wave packet. As discussed earlier, classically approximately half the trajectories return to cross the plane of the nucleus. However, the transverse expansion causes most returning trajectories to have very large impact parameters, diluting the effect of reseat tering. Our earlier numerical studies on neutral helium found that the returning wave packet at this wavelength has a radius of approximately 30a. as it rescatters from the nucleus. For a given atom this width does not depend on the laser intensity but only on the free propagation time and therefore only on the laser wavelength.
The quantitative comparisons of the measured and calculated total (spatial and temporal averaged) PE spectra are shown in Fig. 2 Coulomb scattering significantly underestimates the high energy plateau because the backscattering which produces the high energy electrons is most strongly affected by the more attractive short range part of the real potential.
These calculations also provide the angle-resolved PES. The calculated results are much smoother than the measured values, but reproduce the angle-dependent cutoffs in energy and the flatness of the high energy component. We obtain similarly good agreement for the other intensities studied except that at the highest intensity the measured PE spectrum ends around 10-20 percent lower energy than we predict. This may be due to poorer statistics in the measurement for the most energetic electrons at the highest intensity.
Angle-resolved PES results were also obtained for the ionization of neon by 0.78pm radiation. The ion and electron spectra show an evolution consistent with "pure" tunnel ionization near the saturation intensity. Results for both helium and neon are compiled in Fig. 3 along with calculated curves. The plot shows the ratio of electrons with energies > 2UP over those with energy < 2UP as a function of intensity. The open and filled stars are the ratio derived from the measured total P ES for helium and neon, respectively. The three curves are the ratio obtained from the experimentally averaged calculations using Coulomb (dashed), He+ (solid), and Ne+ (dotted) potentials. The helium data agrees well with the calculated curve (solid line) for the two highest intensities but deviates away for the lowest intensity due to the multiphoton contribution which is not included in our calculation. The neon ratio point (filled star) shows that at the same intensity as helium, neon is approximately ten times more efficient at producing high energy electrons. This result is quite consistent with the observed ten fold increase in the high harmonic emission [15] for neon over helium. This differen~is reflected in the calculated curves and again demonstrates the importance of the short range part of the potential in accurately reproducing the measured results at these intensities. Further evidence is seen for the Coulomb curve which underestimates the amount of elastic rescattering.
However, as the intensity decreases the differences between all three curves vanish and in fact approach the Coulomb scattering result. Physically, decreasing intensity reduces the electron's return energy which equates to softer collisions, consequently diminishing the influence of the short range physics. Of course, experimental access to this regime is impossible due to the overwhelming contribution of MPI (-y > 1).
Doub~~ionization and the rescattering model
Besides the collection of the photoelectrons, data was collected for the total ion yield as a function of intensity for both helium and neon. Walker et cd [5] have demonstrated the versatility of kilohertz laser systems for increasing the sensitivity of total ion yield measurements. In fact, this measurement of the helium ion yield surpassed previous reports by five ordew of magnitude.
This data. not only provides an accu~ate test of calculated rates but also offers some revealing insight< into the physics of strong-field double or nonsequellt ial (hTS) ionization. For instance, the NS production of He2+ has been shown to be linked to the tunneling dynamics of the first electron, even when MP1 dominates.
A sensitive measure of the consequential dynamics is provided by plotting the intensity dependence of the X*+/X+ ratio (X = He or Ne) for both helium (solid circles)
and neon (open circles) for 0.7S~lm~. excitation, as shown in Fig. 4 . To ensure accuracy, the two ions are c.oncllrrent]j' collect(-xl a t a. fixed intensity and averaged for at least 106 laser shots. The plot S1]OIVStlwt the llwasllred NS yield is silnilar i'or both atoms, achieving a value of 0.0020 [3] for helium and 0.001S [4] for neon at their saturation intensity. Below sat uration, the ratio ol' each decreases by a.pproxima.te!y a factor of 10 over the measured intensity range, although the total rates are changing by' seven orders of magnitude.
Furthermore, analysis shows that both the helium and neon ratio scale with the tunneling fraction of the ionization, again providing an important, clue to the NS ciynamics. The complete quasiclassical calculation, introduced in Section 2.2, can be used to predict the double-to-single ionization ratio produced from e-2e inelastic rescattering. Figure 4 shows the results for both helium (solid line) and neon (dashed line). These results are calculated using the same initial conditions and core potentials used to calculate the photoelectron spectra of Figs. 2 ancl 3. A modified "field=free" e-2e Lotz cross-section [13] is used to account for double ionization contributions from both core excitation and direct ionization. In these strong fields, the returning electron needs only to excite one of the remaining electrons of the ion in order to produce the doubly charged ion. Any excited state will be imn-di a.telv ionized when the oscillating field of the laser reaches its next maximum. Also, it, has been shown [14] that the use of field-free cross sections is a reasonable al]l)roxilllii.t)ioll since the slowly varyilig electric field from the laser has a very small effect, on the inelastic scattering procesitis. Clearly, the e-2e rescattering severely ullclerest,illla.tes tile absolute measured ratio. a.s well as the shape. The ratio of the experimental to c.alcula.ted value at saturation is 47 for helium ancl 5 for neon. The lack of agreement. is a. clear indication tlmt more than inelastic resca.ttering is involved in the physics of the nonseqmmtia.1 ionization. Reasonable assumptions on wave packet spreading and cross sections yield accurate predictions for the electron distributions seen in Fig. 2 and support the esfilna.tes llsed ill oiur model.
The disa.grmmmnt 1~ei.~vecl~I .lle resciit. i millg predictio]ls and tjlle experiment goes beyond ull(leresf,illla.tillg tllr absolute vallle. As seen in Fig. 4 , the experimental data shows a smooth decrease in the ratio with decreasing intensity, whereas the calculations show a sharp and abrupt clltoff. The origin of the cutoff is cldar, a.s the intensity is lowered the electron's return energy decreases to tile point that it "can no longer free the second electron.
Again, no such behavior is seen ill the experiment. Additionally, it is difficult to rationalize ill a rescall)ering picture wily t,lle double ionization ratios would be the same for helium and neon considering the difference in the e-2e cross sections. The good agreement found between the complete quasiclassical calculation and the experimental electron distributions demonstrated the important distinction produced by the atom's short-range potential. Obviously the calculated curves in Fig. 4 reflect the difference in the ionization cross sections, while the experiment does not.
A final piece of evidence that contradicts the predictions of the inelastic rescattering -.
model for double ioniza.t ion is shown in Fig. 5 . The plot shows the ratio of He2+ (NS)/He+ as a functioil of intensity for 0.39 pm excitation. The shorter wavelength reduces the ponderomotive energy by a factor of 4, since it scales as w-2, which consequently decreases the return energy. The dotted line shows the intensity below which the return energy can no longer excite the core electron, that is 3.2 (7] , < 40 eV, the excitation energy Of the first excited state of helium. Clearly, all the nonsequentia,l production is occurring below this threshold wit]] a value (0.0013) not much different from the 0.78 pm result.
Again these lllea.s~lrelll{~llts leaffirm that inelastic reseat teril)g cannot, be the dominant mechanism for strong-field double ionization.
Conclusion
We In a consistent manner ,calculation of the double ionization yield producedby e-2e inelastic rescattering severely underestimates the measured value for both helium and neon at 0.78 pm. Qualitatively, the measured ratio curves shows no resemblance to the threshold behavior or the core dependence expected from the rescattering picture. Furthermore, double ionization of helium persists at shorter wavelengths, 0.39 pm, at intensities well below the classical rescattering threshold for e-2e recollision.
Thus, all the evidence suggests that in the strong-field tunneling limit, the rescattering model captures, even quantitatively, the essential physics leading to the production of high energy electrons and harmonics. However, e-2e rescattering fails, evenly qualitatively, to reproduce most of the salient features of the experiment.
We propose that strong-field double ionization is dominated by some other mechanism involving simultaneous t we-electron ejection either through a shake-off [16] or threshold mechanism. We note that if the departure of the first electron is non-adiabatic in the sense that a second electron is left in an excited state orbital, this would appear as direct-double ionization. This is because, as we discussed above, the field is strong enough that it would immediately strip the excited electron when it reaches its next maximum.
Unfortunately, the underlying mechanism for this process remains unclear, but various theoretical twoelectron [17, 18] treatments have begun. However, we emphasize that the results we have presented bet ter defines the underlying dynamics of these processes and provides more stringent limits on any future models.
